
CACFEST 2012
As dawn broke over Fishpool Hill, the wait was finally over - CACFEST had arrived, and with the excitement,  
anticipation  and  expectation  came  the  inevitable  rain  in  what  must  be  wettest  summer  ever.  Amidst  
cancellations of other festivals around the country,  there was no stopping CACFEST. The decision was 
made at the very last moment to use the indoor facilities, a little less festival like perhaps, but this would  
make for a more intimate concert.

As the crowds started to arrive, the sun did make a brief appearance to enable our CAC kids to run around 
the festival site and play some outdoor games whilst the adults tucked into the kegs of Bath Ale and the hog  
roast. Activation of the smoke machine enabled the cooking of sausages. The official CACFEST cake was 
unveiled,  proudly  bearing  an  edible  scale  model  of  Pentre  Ifan.  Festival  cup  cakes  replete  with  mini 
CACFEST flags also proved most popular. In true festival fashion, the site was adorned with flags and this  
presented a very tenuous chance to introduce some historical content as traditionally required at all CAC and  
CAC Kids events.

The beer tent

To  follow  on  from  our  recent  CAC  Kids  Elizabethan  studies  (Welsh  pirates,  Devon  trade)  we  had  a  
seventeenth century ensign flying, bearing the red cross of St. George and green stripes representing Tudor 
Royal livery. 

It has to be said, nobody really noticed the flag but the sausages were a hit, as was the merchandise stall  
which did a roaring trade despite the absence of the shopkeeper, Hannah Swann.  The most popular items, 
the programmes and stickers were quickly sold and trade was brisk on the commemorative CACFEST mugs 
and t shirts. Our AWOL shopkeeper was later found in her fortune telling tent stashing away a supply of party  
rings - we should have seen that coming. 



The Merchandise stand

On rolled the afternoon and by 5.00 the drizzle had set in, to a sigh of relief of the organisers in justifying the  
decision to  use the indoor stage.  It  was  time for  our  first  act  -  CACOPHONY.  As  the  band nervously  
congregated in the wings and their build up tune - the "Nutrocker" got under way, the musical event of 2012 
began with a quite dodgy heavy metal riff that was Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star, with most enthusiastic and  
rather impressive lead vocals from Jaimee Ellwood and George Swann. CACFEST was underway.

Cacophony on the well trodden route from the
Green Room to the stage



With just about all the CAC Kids participating, the set was progressing rather better than expected, with  
excellent renditions of Tie Me Kangaroo Down  and Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious. The Unicorn Song had 
some dodgy moments, but the set finished on a high with the Ugly Bug Ball.

Cacophony on stage

First set over, and it was time to reconvene at the beer tent whilst the roadies set up the stage for the next  
act.  

At 5.30, in true festival fashion, half an hour late, Uriah Peet took to the stage, and what a performance it  
was, kicking off with superb versions of Honky Tonk Woman, All Right Now, and a fantastic Stormy Monday 
Blues. Many will know the latter as recorded by icons such as Albert King, Eric Clapton, Gary Moore, and 
now added to this eminent list, Uriah Peet.

Uriah Peet and Fan



Niamh George and Alice Murphy joined the "Peet" on stage with ukuleles for the later numbers. Indeed,  
Hannah Swann took centre stage at one point during the set to simultaneously play the xylophone and eat a  
sandwich. Hannah was clearly inspired by the on stage antics of Judy Dyble of early Fairport Convention,  
although in her case it was knitting. Could this get any more rock and roll?

Backing vocals, ukulele and sandwich for Uriah Peet

There was some nifty guitar work from Pete Fenn on Dire Straits' Money for Nothing and closure with none 
other than Rocking All Over the World that had everybody humming and smiling all the way back to the beer  
tent.  The bar  had unequivocally   been raised.  With Donovan alternating between bass,  acoustic  guitar, 
trumpet, keyboards, and indeed vocals, this was a truly exceptional performance.

Next up, Planet Y?, with Chris Pritchett taking the stage to the soundtrack of Carmina Burana and quite a lot  
of smoke. As a real and accomplished musician, the roadies thought it would be fun to throw as much at  
Chris as possible, smoke, lasers, and lights on the maximum distraction settings. Undeterred, Planet Y? rose 
to the challenge and produced a magnificent set.

Planet Y? take to the stage



Armed with an acoustic guitar, from nowhere Chris pulled Desperado out of the bag - absolutely brilliant. He 
went on to perform two of his own songs including an inaugural outing of his as yet untitled new single. One  
could only think of the Thin Lizzy performance at  Derby in 1975, where the great  Irish band first  aired 
Cowboy Song under the spontaneous title of Derby Blues. This fantastic stuff from Planet Y? continued with  
a great Summer of 69 that had the crowd singing and dancing.

Dancing in the aisles

Joined  on stage  by Dylan  Pritchett,  and with  Steph  and Áine watching from the  special  VIP front  row 
armchair, Chris must surely have felt this to be the highlight of his musical career thus far.

Dylan Pritchett - "I'm gonna be like you Dad, 
you know I'm gonna be like you"

It was at this point in the proceedings that we had the one and only incident in the crowd as two Jedi Knights 
managed to  evade security  and made their  way into  the auditorium brandishing  light  sabres.  Whilst  at 
CACFEST we would certainly not condone the Dark Side, light sabres are considered by our insurers to be a 
health and safety risk, and our Jedi friends were politely requested to deposit these back at the cloakroom 
with the umbrellas. Imposing their will on our security staff with a "these are not the fans you are looking for,  
let them go about their business" proved fruitless.

Planet Y? closed their set with a magnificent version of Somewhere Over The Rainbow played on the electric 
ukulele telecaster - pure genius.



Planet Y?

At any mainstream festival, Uriah Peet and Planet Y? would have headlined and this would have been the 
finale, but not so at CACFEST. One final performance left,  and it  has to be said that the top spot was  
allocated not by musical ability, but through some rock and roll skullduggery - "its my house, I get to top the  
bill!" So it was that Swann Pritchett Overdrive took to the stage, opening with Rainbow's Since You've Been 
Gone riff, cleverly (we thought so) morphing into Bad Moon Rising.  With American Pie and Mama Mia,  
Sarah Swann and Rachel Ellwood entered stage left,  swiftly  joined by George Swann, Hannah Swann,  
Jaimee Ellwood, Sophie Ellwood and Abby Parkin. 

Swann Pritchett Overdrive - no chaos here at all then!

With a lively version of Take it Easy, and evocative Cat's In The Cradle, during which both George Swann 
and Dylan Pritchett stormed the stage with various demands of their guitar god Dads  (drink, cake and 
smarties). Rather fitting given the theme of the song we thought - all part of the show.



Quiter moments included Wish You Were Here (well,  it  would have been quieter had the rhythm guitar 
remembered  to  switch  off  the  overdrive)  and  Suger  Mice,  the  set  concluded  with  lots  of  audience 
participation on Lord of the Dance. Perhaps not the smoothest performance of the evening, at least not from 
the rhythm section but the set was held together admirably by the lead guitarist stolen from Planet Y?.

With the formal sets over, it was time for some jamming, and, about time, Pete Ellwood and Donald Murphy  
took  to  the  stage  and  everybody  joined  in  a  few more  tunes  including  Lord  of  the  Dance  again,  and 
again....and indeed, a little more Status Quo.

Donovan and Pete jamming

Just as we thought things couldn't get any better, we were treated to a fine solo performance of “Firework” by 
Amy Parkin accompanied by Chris on acoustic guitar. Brilliant Stuff.



Amy performing “Firework” 

And  so  the  evening  progressed  but  trouble  was  brewing.   A  perfect  storm  was  gathering  in  a  lethal 
combination of Sarah Swann, Rachel Ellwood, a box of Pinot Grigio, a CD of 80's hits and......microphones! 
The inevitable consequences were unleashed on the crowd in dramatic fashion, even the Jedi Knights got up  
to dance.

There would be no Hyde Park style unplugging of artists at CACFEST (both McCartney and Springsteen are 
now sorely regretting their decision to turn down our invitation), the music drew to a natural close with a very  
mellow "Birdman - the Reflection" by Giles & MacDonald (1970) over the PA system as the crowd headed 
out towards the car parks and the final wisps of watery daylight reluctantly descended over the CAC Kids flag 
to the western horizon signalling the end of CACFEST for another year.

This was enormous fun, well done to all the performers, particularly our CAC Kids, who really did participate 
much more than expected. Thank you to the key musicians, Chris Pritchett, Donovan Hawley and Pete Fenn. 
Thanks must also go to Sarah Swann for all the food organisation, the hog roast, fantastic cakes and overall  
enthusiasm for turning her house into a festival site. Thank you also to Donovan Hawley and Ellie McQueen 
who were responsible for all  the CACFEST artwork and patiently managing the absurd requests of the  
organisers.  And most of all, thanks to the parents and "the crowd" many of whom travelled all the way from 
Wiltshire to be part of and to make CACFEST such a great occasion.

CACFEST will return in 2013.


